Just A Bowl Of Butter Beans

DAd tuning

1. Just a bowl of butter beans.
2. Bread and gravy is all right.
3. Just a piece of country ham.
4. See that lady over there.
5. When they lay me down to rest.

Just A Bowl Of Butter Beans

Pass the corn-bread if you please.

Pass the turnip sandwich is delightful.

with her arms raised in the air.

place a rose upon my chest.

I don't want no collard greens.

But my children all still scream for a

Pass the biscuits if you please, and a

She's not praying as it seems, she's just

Plant no bloom-in' ever greens, Just a

bowl of them good, ol' butter beans.

bowl of them good, ol' butter beans.

bowl of them good, ol' butter beans.

full of them good, ol' butter beans.

bowl of them good, ol' butter beans.